
A Few Thoughts about Managing Point of View in Fiction 

 When shaping your novel, one of the earliest decisions you will make is what point of view 

you want to use.  While you always have the opportunity to change the point of view as you are writing 

and revising your manuscript, figuring out how you want to position your narrator or protagonist is a 

good way to start. Your point of view determines how close your readers will feel to your protagonist.  

It is a major factor in how narrow or how broad you intend your novel’s perspective on the world will 

be.  

 Your choice should be deliberate and not accidental. What is it you want to say as you write 

your novel about an incident, a condition, a place or a time? For instance, are you more interested in 

showing how the world operated and how its institutions failed or served mankind, or are you trying 

to show how an individual or a family suffered or thrived under those circumstances? Which do you 

think tells your story better? How many people’s perspectives do you need to tell your story? Are one 

or two main characters going to suffice, or do you need to bring in a number of players and tell all of 

their stories? 

 Think about these examples: 

 The Great Gatsby as told by Nick had an entirely different perspective than it would have had 

if told by Gatsby himself. And The Great Gatsby as told by Nick had an entirely different 

perspective than it would have if it had been told by an omniscient narrator or if it had been 

told in third person. The first person POV provides us an eye into the world of Gatsby that is 

immediate and intimate. We feel that Nick isn’t just an observer; he has a personal stake in the 

way these characters sort out their intertwining lives. 

 Kate Vaiden, Reynolds Price’s award winning and provocative novel, was told from Kate’s 

point of view—again in first person. That POV gives us an intimate understanding of the 

damage her parents’ murder-suicide did to her ability to connect with other people because of 



it. Without that POV, I think it would be very hard to sympathize with Kate. (It’s hard enough 

as it is.) 

 On the other end of the POV spectrum, A Tale of Two Cities omniscient POV opens up for us 

the hugely important and broad sweep of the French revolution that would have been lost if 

it had been told from the point of view of Charles Darnay, the man falsely accused of treason. 

 

 Once you’ve made your choice, you must stick to it. This requires great discipline, and at times, 

you can feel like you’re trying to wrestle your way out of maze as you stick to your guns. But you can’t 

cheat without looking like an amateur. 

 If you have chosen to use third person-distant or omniscient POV, don’t cheat by dipping 

into someone’s inner thoughts. You can tell us their opinion, but not their thoughts. Even if 

you manage to do that well, it can be confusing and make your novel much less pleasant to 

read. If you’re a famous novelist like Larry McMurtry, you might get by with it as he did in 

Lonesome Dove. But if you’re not, you are likely to either lose your reader or lose your shot at a 

publisher or agent because of it. Read this example from Lonesome Dove and note the shift from 

Elmira’s head to July’s. It is confusing and it happens over and over in this novel: 

 “Want some buttermilk?” July asked, going to the crock. 
 “No, sir,” Joe said. He hated buttermilk, but July loved it so he always asked anyway. 
 “You ask him that every night,” Elmira said from the edge of the loft. It irritated her that 
July came home and did exactly the same things day after day. 
 “Stop asking him,” she said sharply. “Let him get his own buttermilk if he wants any. It’s 
been four months now and he ain’t drunk a drop—looks like you’d let it go.” 
 She spoke with a heat that surprised July. Elmira could get angry about almost anything, 
it seemed.  Why would it matter if he invited the boy to have a drink of buttermilk? All he had to 
do was say no, which he had. 

 

 If you have chosen a first person or a third person-close POV, you can’t tell your reader 

anything that the POV character hasn’t seen, felt, or heard for himself or herself! 



 If you decide to use more than one person’s point of view, you should stick with one person’s 

POV for each section. If you want to switch POVs, you should either start a new chapter or 

provide a mental break with spaces, elliptical figures, or some other graphic device. Don’t 

switch back and forth from one head to another within paragraphs or within sentences. This 

is particularly true if you’ve chosen to use two or more first-person or third-person-close 

characters’ POVs. 

Let’s discuss four very common POVs: the omniscient, the third person-distant, the third 

person-close and first person and look at some examples.  

 

Omniscient – The God POV  

 This is often called third person-omniscient, not because POV is third person, but because all 

characters are referred to in the third person. In these works, the narrator can often sound like God. 

The narrator takes on the author’s voice, and can often employ “we” or “I”—but that doesn’t mean 

this is a first-person narrative. Take for example these two samples from A Tale of Two Cities. 

 Chapter One:  It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, 
it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the 
season of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of 
despair, we had everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct to 
Heaven, we were all going direct the other way—in short, the period was so like the present period, 
that some of its noisiest authorities insisted on its being received, for good or for evil, in the 
superlative degree of comparison only. 

Chapter Three: A wonderful fact to be reflected upon that every human creature is constituted 
to be that profound secret and mystery to every other. A solemn consideration when I enter a great 
city by night, that every one of those darkly encrusted houses encloses its own secret; that every 
room in every one of them encloses its own secret; that every beating heart in hundreds of 
thousands of breasts there is, in some of its imaginings, a secret to the heart nearest.  

 

 Omniscient sounds old-style, and we think of it mostly in terms of seventeenth and eighteenth 

century literature. It has an Elizabethan and Victorian air to it, a sense that while things may be very 

confusing to us mere mortals living through our brutish lives, someone somewhere has the big picture 

and understands it.  



 But while it is can have a fairly stuffy feel, it can also be used to provide a more modern, 

cynical view. Take for example this excerpt from Still Life with Woodpecker, by Tom Robbins, written 

in 1980: 

 In the last quarter of the twentieth century, at a time when Western civilization was 
declining too rapidly for comfort and yet too slowly to be very exciting, much of the world sat on 
the edge of an increasingly expensive theatre seat, waiting—with various combinations of dread, 
hope, and ennui—for something momentous to occur.  
 

 The effect of the omniscient voice is to separate us from any one character’s emotions – 

providing a more detached view of the world that can be either scholarly or preachy in its tone, as in 

the case of Dickens, or can take on the attitude of the narrator, as in the case of Robbins. 

 

 Third person-distant:  

 In taking a third person-distant point of view, the author shows us what is happening through 

one or more persons’ eyes and ears, but we never get very far into his, her or their heads. In works 

like this, we often see the words “he thought” or “he considered” or “he felt” to let us know what is 

being thought or said. Generally, when an author choses the distant form of third person, it is because 

he or she wants to focus on more than one person’s POV, and therefore, there will be a variety of 

chaarcters through which we experience the story.  

 Lonesome Dove is an example of third person-distant POV. But many novels—especially action 

and thriller and sci fi novels—will take this approach because in these novels, one person’s reactions 

to the world aren’t as important as the exciting and unexpected things that are happening in it.  

 As with many things in life, the distance established by the author can fall anywhere along a 

spectrum. Take for example the following passage: 

 Margaret sat still, even though she hated being there.  
 She thought Randy was an ass. It was all she could do to keep from standing up and 
screaming at him, “Oh, give us a break!” She thanked the better angels of her nature for keeping 
her seated. At least she had chosen a back row seat, from which she could escape the room easily 
if those better angels threatened to abandon her.  
 She wondered why she came to these things—these over-hyped presentations by self-
indulgent authors whose egos would far outlast their talents, but who were certain on this day that 



their legacies would prove them worthy of the limelight they grasped so greedily in this pretty 
little public library in this part-time community of million-dollar double-wides and two-million-
dollar tract homes.  

 

This is clearly just one person’s perspective, and it’s not terribly distant. Not nearly as distant as 

you would find in a Dickens or Twain. But on the other hand, we aren’t inside Margaret’s head enough 

that the author trusts us to know that the impression that Randy is an “ass” is hers. He feels the need 

to tell us “She thought” he is. 

 

 Third person-close  

 In novels that are written from this POV, we see and hear and feel everything through one 

person’s eyes, and we even know what’s going on in his or her head. There is no confusion. When an 

opinion is stated or a feeling expressed, we know whose it is.  

 The difference between a mid-distance third, like we saw with Margaret and Randy above, to 

a third person-close is sometimes subtle, and getting it just right may require some rewrites and 

experiments. You need to play with the language and words to see how to bring the reader in closer. 

Notice the subtle word changes in this version of Margaret’s story: 

 It was really too bad that Randy didn’t know what an ass he was. Margaret sat in the back 
row and thanked the better angels of her nature for keeping her in her seat and not allowing her 
to stand up and shout “Oh, give us a break!” like she really wanted to. Thank god she’d chosen a 
back row seat so once those angels lost their power over her, she could just get up and sneak away. 
Why did she attend these things?—these over-hyped presentations by self-indulgent authors 
whose egos would far outlast their talents, but who were certain this day that their legacies would 
prove them worthy of the limelight they grasped so greedily in this pretty little public library in 
this part-time community of million-dollar double-wides and two-million-dollar tract homes. 

 
 Notice that the first sentence doesn’t say that Margaret “thinks” Randy is an ass.  The author 

states it as fact, because in Margaret’s mind it is. And instead of saying that “she wondered” why she 

came to these things, we hear her wondering, in her own words.  



 One of the advantages of using third person-close is the ability to show the attitude of the 

protagonist. It isn’t varnished and it isn’t couched in polite language. We know what kind of a person 

Margaret is and we learn quite a bit about her from just a few sentences.  

 Here’s another example from one of my romance novels, One Way to Succeed: 

 That night, when she closed her eyes, Amy could see the dog, lying there on the curb, 
waiting for her help, trusting her. Somehow, talking with her mother had pushed the driver of the 
BMW to the back of her mind. The last thing she needed was another man to distract her from 
moving forward with her life and proving her mother wrong. But the dog was a different matter. 
She hoped the little guy was okay. 
 

 Amy’s belief that she doesn’t need a man distracting her from her career goals is stated as a 

fact. It is “the last thing she needed,” not “the last thing Amy thought she needed.”  See? Subtle.  

 By bringing the reader directly into the protagonist’s head, the reader gets much closer to 

understanding who Amy is (and who Margaret is) and, the author hopes, can begin to identify with 

her better. Because the reader close enough to the character, the author doesn’t have to use italics to 

indicate internal dialogue, which is often clumsy and confusing to readers. However, when Amy or 

Margaret decide to use an expletive to express extreme emotion, the author still can.  

 “We ask that you stay seated until the speaker is finished,” Randy said, looking right at 
her. 

 You ass! Margaret squinted at Randy and counted to ten. No good would come from 
making a scene and defying his command. She’d made it perfectly clear how much she despised 
him over the six months she’d known him, and in response, he’d become increasingly demanding 
and dictatorial.  

 
 Given much as the reader gets into the protagonists’ head, works like this almost sound like 

first-person novels. But using third person allows a little bit more of the narrator’s or author’s 

sentiments to enter the story from time to time, broadening the perspective. For example, many novels 

written in third person-close (or even third person-distant) will start with an omniscient or authorial 

paragraph or two that anchors the novel in a particular setting or time. It is hard to do that in first-

person novels.  

Take for example the first few paragraphs of my novel (to be released in March), Jackie’s Campaign:  



 The Johnson Station Town Hall had occupied the first floor of an impressive early-
twentieth-century building that took up a half-block of the business district on Main Street since 
the 1950s. The building once housed the town’s “Opera Hall”—a pretentious label for a stage that 
never presented anything more refined than a vaudeville act.  

Seven hundred miles from the nearest earthquake fault, and sitting on top of some fifty feet 
of black Iowa loam, its red-brick exterior hadn’t developed a single serious crack in more than a 
hundred years. Its dark wood floors sagged and creaked, but structural engineers had assured the 
town they were safe, even if a pen dropped on the floor was likely to roll downhill twenty feet 
before coming to a stop on a countervailing slope. 

Ducking through the big double doors off Main Street, Jackie slipped into the cool, dark hall 
leading to the town offices. Any time she was in there, she had a hankering to work there just for 
the ambiance of the old building. In the winter, the blocky radiators along the walls provided both 
reliable hot spots and an oddly comforting cacophony of clanging and hissing. In the summer, the 
heat and humidity seeped in from outdoors and drew the aroma of varnish out from the 
woodwork, reminding her of the hallways of the town’s ancient Romanesque elementary school 
where she had taught for nearly thirty years.  

Jackie never heard about open jobs at town hall before it was too late to apply. It wasn’t like 
she needed the money. Still, she wished she had something more productive to do than run 
errands for her lazy sons, babysit for her granddaughter, and serve as a domestic servant for her 
husband. 

She stopped at the long service counter and poked the little chrome bell to announce her 
presence.   

“Be right there!” Sophie called from one of the interior offices.  
 
 As in this example, it is common for the narrative to start with this broad perspective and 

quickly narrow the POV to one person’s—Jackie’s in this case.  

 This is a kind of hint to the larger theme of the novel. Here we have a building, solid and 

impressive, that hasn’t suffered a crack in a century. It stands as a metaphor for the town and its 

government—and it foreshadows what’s coming: a shock to the old way of doing things in a 

conservative, small town in Iowa. Why point out that no cracks had ever formed in the red brick 

building unless one is going to? Occasionally, an author might return to this voice, but usually only at 

the beginning of chapters or passages where it makes sense to set the scene.  

 You can have more than one third-person close POV in a single work. For example, in One 

Way to Succeed I use two protagonists, a man and a woman (it is a heterosexual romance, after all). But 

they each have their own chapters, which alternate and show us what is going on in both characters’ 

heads. But because it’s always clear who we’re “sitting” with at any one time, it’s not confusing. 

 Even if you keep your protagonists’ stories separated with chapters or other graphic devices, 

being in too many persons’ heads can make it hard for your reader to get close to a character. Although 



I may be in the minority, I found Jane Smiley’s Early Warning hard to get into because of this, and in 

fact, I never finished it. Our capacity for empathy is somewhat limited, and stretching that takes a very 

skillful person or someone with a lot of publishing credentials (like Smiley). 

 

First person 

 As you know, in a first-person novel, like third person close, we hear and see everything from 

the narrator’s point of view. Most often, the POV voice is that of the main character, as in Ivan Doig’s 

This House of Sky, or the aforementioned Kate Vaiden.  In both cases, the stories sound like memoirs, 

even though they are fiction.   

 This House of Sky   
 Soon before daybreak on my sixth birthday, my mother’s breathing wheezed more 
raggedly than ever, then quieted. And then stopped. 
 The remembering begins out of that new silence. Through the time since, I reach back 
along my father’s tellings and around the urgings which would have me face about and forget, to 
feel into those oldest shadows for the sudden edge of it all. 
 

 Kate Vaiden: 
 The best thing about my life up to here is, nobody believes it. I stopped trying to make 
people hear it long ago, and I’m nothing but a real middle-sized white woman that has kept on 
going with strong eyes and teeth for fifty-seven years. You can touch me, I answer. But it got to 
where I felt like I was the first woman landed from Pluto—people asking me how I lasted through 
all I claimed and could still count to three, me telling the truth with an effort to smile, and then 
watching them doubt it. So I have kept quiet for years. 
 

 Some of the power and efficiency of first person and third person-close POVs is in eliminating 

the need for the writer to tell us who is thinking or feeling or seeing. We always know. But the narrator 

(or first-person voice, the “I”) isn’t always the main character in the book. Is Nick the main character 

in The Great Gatsby?  That is a common topic for dialectics in English lit classes, but it’s clear that while 

Nick is a protagonist in the story, the novel needs Gatsby more than it needs Nick or the story would 

have been about something entirely different. 

 As with third-person novels, the first-person story can be told from more than one person’s 

POV, as in Gone Girl (which also proved that narrators and protagonists need not be either reliable or 

likeable for novels to gain popular acclaim.) 



 As with our other options, the choice of first-person as a POV comes with both power and 

limitations.  We come to care about the character – we must, in a way that keeps us in the story – even 

if we don’t like them. But do we have to trust the character? Do we trust either of the narrators in 

Gone Girl?  I don’t think so! That shows the power of a good first-person narrative. I believe it is better 

to write a really bad character from first-person POV than third, as people usually don’t believe in 

one-dimensional characters. But if we see the true rot in someone’s heart from inside their head, how 

can we deny it? 

  The limitations of this point of view are similar to, and perhaps even greater than third person 

close: nothing can be said or known that doesn’t come directly from the narrator’s experience. We can 

never know what is going on in another character’s head unless they tell the narrator. (And it’s much 

harder to include those short introductory sections of omniscient scene setting.) 

 How do you get around that limitation? The same as the way you do with third person-close. 

Either through dialogue, or narrative passages that describe how someone came to know something, 

as Price does in Kate Vaiden: 

 All I remember is Frances telling me about the one time he drove her to Raleigh on a 
Saturday night to hear Gypsy Love, the whole operetta. It was January and cold as igloos. On the 
way home she was dying to pee; but of course, in those days, you couldn’t mention that. 
 

 Another technique we use is, instead of stating others’ emotions as fact, we allude to how they 

appear to the narrator. For an example, here is a passage from my third novel, Hacienda: A South 

American Romance (bold-face emphasis added): 

 After dinner, Lisa, Katie, and I sat up very late, talking in front of a low, comforting fire in 
our living room. We found a stash of Argentinian and Chilean wines in the pantry that the 
Murellos had left behind, and we worked our way through two of them. 
 I was feeling warm and happy, and I knew that my sanguinity had everything to do with 
Adrian being close by. But Lisa and Katie weren’t sure that discovering him was a good 
development. They each had their reasons. 
 Katie admitted that she still harbored some suspicion that he was a werewolf, a 
confession that surprised me, given her Christian beliefs. Lidia’s reaction to Adrian had frightened 
her, and even though Katie had seemed comfortable around him in the middle of the day, the 
approach of night eroded her composure. What appeared to unnerve her even more was the 
imminent full moon, only two nights away.  

 



 I hope this has been helpful, and maybe even a little bit fun to explore. If you have any 

questions, please feel free to e-mail me at info@marjcharlier.com.   

 For more information about my novels, please visit www.marjcharlier.com. For information 

on consulting for indie-book publishing, please send an e-mail to mcharlier1953@gmail.com.    
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